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:INTRODUCTION 
The word "poliomyelitis" may be broken down into three 
parts•··"itis", meaning intlamation, "myel", meaning or 
pertaining to the spinal cord, and "polio", or grey. Thus, 
the word "poli~litis" means the inflamation of the grey 
matter ot the spinal cord. The number of poliomyelitis 
patients in recent years has increased, and in 1949 there 
were 42,575 persons in this country who were diagnosed as 
1 
having this disease. 
The year 1949 saw the greatest epidemic in the United 
States of this dreaded disease. All illnesses and epidemics 
are dreaded, but poli~elitis tills the public with a 
unique tear. Its etiology remains essentially unknown; it 
' I, 
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:I strikes swiftly and with little warning at individuals of all ji 
i! 
agee and in all walks of life; there is no way of foretelling 
how serious will be its after-effects. 
The normal activities and tunctionings ot a person are 
disturbed by poliomyelitis. His adjustment to the illness, 
the convalescence, and the recovery, whether it be partial or 
total, is affected by many elements other than the type ot 
l National Foundation tor Intantile Paralysis, Polio, 
pulii.No. 55, p.6. [! 
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--~---=-=-:---:-:;:;_-----:: _-_;:::_="~~-~= l 2 consequences which may be produced by the disease. The rl 
patient's reactions to his disease are affected by his per-
il 
sonality and constitutional structure, his social and econom• il 
ic circumstances, and the vast number of factors which make 
each human being an individual. Thus, in dealing with the 
poliomyelitis patient, and indeed any ill person, one must 
consider that person as a whole. 
The team concept round in the hospital and clinic set-
ting is aimed at working with the patient as a whole person. 
The medical members or the team, including the doctor who 
heads the team, the nurse, the physio-therapist, and occupa-
tional therapist, deal with the actual physical needs of the 
patient because of their specialized training. In a like 
manner, because of her specialized knowledge and training, 
the social worker is best suited to work with the patient 
and his family in dealing with the practical problems which 
may arise in connection with hospitalization, discharge and 
convalescence plans, and the various other social problems 
which may be presented. Too, she is often best suited to 
deal with the emotional and psychological needs of the 
patient during the illness and the patient's adjustment to 
the various implications which may be presented by the 
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disease. Although the trend is toward greater individualiza-
tion or the patient and his needs by the members of the team, 
and each team member may have a part in meeting practical and I 
psychological needs or the patient, it is generally accepted jl 
''~' c~~c -~c.c~,-~- ~~cc~=~~=t 
II 
II 
'that the medical social worker plays the greatest part in 
working with the patient and his family during the illness, 
~ the convalescent period, and the general adjustment. 
Purpp•• 
I't was the purpose of this writer to study the problems 
presented by patients of the three major types ot poliomyel-
' itis, paralytic, non-paralytio,.and bulbar. Through the 
study of the proble+s, an attempt was made to learn if there 
were speoitio probl~ peculiar to each type, to learn or the 
reactions and attitudes of patients and their parents, and 
to learn if the focus of the social worker varied according 
to the type of poliomyelitis. 
Spspf_ 
The cases which were used in this study were selected 
from those which were admitted to the Children's Medical 
Center in September, 1949, during the severe epidemic. A 
total or thirty-three oases, eleven oases each of paralytic, 
non-paralytic, and bulbar poliomyelitis were studied. They 
were seleo'ted at random fran a lis't of oases which had been 
known to the Social Service ilepartment of the hospital during 
that month. iaoh case was abstracted. Of the total thirty-
three oases, five oasaa•cf eaoh type of poliomyelitis were 
selected as being representative of the group. These uere 
studied intensively, and it is on these fifteen oases that 
the findings of this study are baaed. 
A detailed picture of the Medical Center, its oooial 
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aervice Department, and the medical aspects of pcliomyelitis 
will be presented. The polio epidemic of 1949• a description 
of the National Foundation for Infantile Paral~sis 1 the 
Massachusetts clinics, and an overall picture of Social 
Service at the Medical Center during the epidemic will also 
be included. ~ch of the fifteen oases used for intensive 
study will be summarized, presented, and discussed. 
Sources 91. BIB 
The material used tor this study was taken from the 
~ocial Service, house, and clinic records of the Children's 
Medical Center. Medical books were used and various other 
bookS, pamphlets, articles, and publications were used for 
information regarding poliomyelitis. Information was also 
obtained from hospital personnel and the Massachusetts 
Department of Public Health. 
Va1ues ~ L1m1tetions 
Due to the great number of poliomyelitis admissions 
during the month of September, 191£ 1 as well as during the 
entire epidemic, a state of stress and emergency existed 
at the Medical Center. It was attemrted to have a member· of 
the Social ~ervice staff contact the family of e&ch patient. 
This was a tremendous undertaking when, for example, the 
number of admissions reached as many as twenty in one day. 
As a result, the social workers were unable to record fully 
or show the actual case work process. ~ch contact with a 
patient or his fc:,mily was not separatelp: recorded, but rather 
4 
I 5 
... - -·· ~--~---~~~ 
the contacts were summarized, so it is impossible to include 
the number of contacts with the oases used in this study. 
t·-----
In Chapter III, Medical and Social Aspects or Poliomyel-
itis, tour types of the disease are described; these are 
abortive, paralytic, non-paralytic, and bulbar. ln this 
study, no abortive oases ot the disease are included because 
none were diagnosed as such at the Medical Center,· 
Although the Medical Center is primarily for the care 
and treatment ot acutely ill children, there were a few 
adults who received care at the hospital. Four adults were 
included in the sampling for this study and two adult cases 
are presented, The problems and related findings of the 
study deal tor the most part with those of children who were 
diagnosed as having poliomyelitis, however. 
There was no attempt made to evaluate the services 
1! 
rendered through the Social Service Department or other 
members ot the team. lt was the effort of the writer tc deter-! 
mine it there were problems p·eouliar to each type of polio.. II 
II 
mYelitis which might be anticipated by the medical social 
worker. 
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ClW'TlCR ll 
m CH.ILD.Rim'S .li.iiDlCAI. C.&NTJ);R 
Dedicated to the prevention of SUffering and. the 
saving of lives of infants, children and yquth ••• 
to the training or doctors, nurses, and medical 
workers ••• and to research ror the ben~fit or 
children ••• tomorrow's world oitizens.L 
The Children's Medical Center has as its nucleus the 
Children's Hospital founded in 1869 by Dr. Francis Henry 
Brown. Sisters of St. Margaret, an ~piscopalian nursing 
order in ~gland, came to this country at the request or Ur. 
Brown to nurse at the Children's Hospital, and this order 
continued its invaluable services until 1917. In 1889, the 
School of Nursing was founded. Graduates and students or 
Children's Hospital School or Nurs1.ng, nursing schools in the 
various states, and those in foreign countries now oare tor the 
nursing nee~s of the patients.2 
Eligibility for care open to Boston residents unable 
to pay ••• the 'really poor' accepted free ••• those 
able to pay ••• and those residing outside Boston 
pay rates decided upon by the managers ••• 
was the intake policy during the early years of Children's 
. 3 
Hospital. Today children from any part of the world are 
eligible for care. hates for those whose families are in 
l The Children's Medical Center, Heport ~ frogress,p.l. 
2 The Children's Hospital, 
.2Uf1 ~ ~ ~ Child, p.27. 
3 The Children's Hospital, (The exact souree not 
determined) 
6 
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the marginal income group are arranged through the budget 
office. 
il ~f''--~~---~~ 
I 
The first step in the formation of the Children's 
Medical Center in Boston was realized in 1949 with the merger 
ot the then seventy-seven-year-old Children's Hospital with 
tour other hospitals--- The House of the Good Samaritan. 
widely known as a specialized hospital for the treatment or 
patients with rheumatic rever and rheumatic heart disease. 
Sharon Sanitorium• Wellesley Convalescent Home for Children. 
and the Infants' Hospital. This merger now also includes 
the Children's Mission to Children, a social agency which 
provides case work and placement tor children who are under 
medical care and recommendations. 
The purpose of the Medical Center is three-fold; it 
ministers to the physical needs of infants, children, and 
adolescents; it is a teaching center for doctors, nurses, and 
other medical workers, including social workers; an exten-
sive research program is maintained. 
A close affiliation exists between the Medical Center 
and the Harvard Medical School. Children's Hospital's staff 
includes fifty men or professorial rank at the Medical School, 
School of Public Health, and the School of Dental Medicine 
who supervise care and treatment of patients and share in 
training of pediatricians at the hospital and in the reseeroh 
at the Medical Center. All third-year medical stuQents at 
Harvard receive their clinical instruction in pediatrics at 
the hospital, as do many foreign students. 
Children's Hospital was founded on the principle that 
children required specialized medical and surgical care and 
I 
treatment. It was the first hospital founded on this principl I 
a principle which once was refuted, but now is firmly estab- II 
lished. Various types of treatments, cures, and surgical 
procedures have been discovered or first successfully used 
at the Medical Center. In regard to the treatment of adults, 
a limited number of older people have been treated for 
poliomyelitis because of the tact that no age limit is main• 
tained by the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, 
and because of the great advances in research and medical 
care at the Medical Center. 
In 1948, 8 1 563 in-patients were treated, anu there were 
69 1 812 in-patient days at the Medical Center. ~ach year an 
increasing number of patients are seen and treated 1n the 
numerous clinics of the out-patient department; in the sarae 
year, 1948, there were 15,190 children who were registered 
in the out-patient department, and 56,231 clinic visits 
were made.4 Social workers are active in all wards of the 
Center and cover the many clinic which are held. 
4 The Children's Hospital,~ Life ~A Child,p.l4. 
~ 8ooia1 Seryige Departm@nts 
~!Q! Children's Medical Center 
ln 1896, the Out-door Relief Department was established I 
I 
so that nurses could supplement hospital care in the homes 
and could care for the sick poor in their homes. The Sisters! 
of st. Margaret and student nurses carried on this work. 
ln 1905, a graduate nurse who had had special training in 
social work was put in charge or this department which was 
temporarily renamed the Visiting Nurse Department. ~phasis 
on the work in h<)mes became social rather than medical, 
althoUBh student nurses continued home nursing activities. 1 
The start consisted of the graduate nurse trained in social I 
work and student nurse assistants. 'ln 1917, the home nursing 
.. 
program was discontinued, and its ~ervices and duties were 
transferred to local district nursing departments. The focus 
of that department which had undergone so meny changes during 
the early years of the hospital now became clearly medical 
social work.e 
At the present time the Social Service Department of the 
Medical Center consists of the director, eleven workers each 
responsible for a specific ward or service, including lntante 
Hospital and Wellesley Convalescent Home, and one case aide. 
The first medical social work students who received field 
8 The Children's Hospital, chart prepared by the 
Social Service Department. 
II 
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work experience at Children's Hospital oame in 1917. A 
Social Service Department is maintained by each of the 
tollowinga 'l'he House of the Good l:Ja.maritan, ::iharon Sanitorium 
and the Children's Mission to Children. 
! 
CBAPT.i&R lll 
Mh:UIC.AL AND SOC.I.Al.. A§P.li:CTS OF .1-'CU..IOMY.tg.IT.IS 
During the early decades of 19001 Americ~ archeolo-
' gists, excavating a tomb in .Egypt, found drawings ot a deform .. i 
i 
Further study ot ,1 
these drawings indicated that the crippling had perhaps been 
ed and crippled man engraved on the walls. 
caused by poliomyelitis and that this disease had perhaps 
existed in the world tor at least 4000 years.l 
'i I 
I 
In the late I 
1800's, it was known as "Heine~edin Disease", named for Dr. 
Heine who first declared that the crippling was the result ot I 
damaged or destroyed nerve cells• not due to a bone disease, l'l 
and for Professor Medin ot the University of i:>tockhol.m vtlo 
1
1 
The disease has been called by many names. 
worked through two epidemics in Sweden and gathered a great 
deal of invaluable information. When the term "infantile 
paralysis" was first used in the 1800's, the disease was seen 
onlY in infants. It still is seen only in infants in many 
parts of the world, but includes all age groups in the more 
civilized countries ot the world.2 
"Poliomyelitis" is the most recent and also the most 
satisfactory name for this illness. lntlamation of the gray 
matter ot the spinal cord is the outstanding characteristic 
1 National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, Polio-
mrelitis, pub. No. 61, p. 2. 
2 .illA•, P• 3. 
I 
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of this disease. 
(Polio, the popular shorter term, has come into common 
usage during the past few decades. The word is an abbreviatio 
of "poliomyelitis". In this thesis the writer has eliminated ,I 
the continuous use of quotation Diarka when the word is used.) !1 
,, 
Polio is caused by a minute virus, the size of which has !1 
I 
been estimated as being approximately ten to fifteen one-
millionths of a millimeter. It is extremely difficult to 
isolate .. because it will grow 1n very few kinds of 8J:li.mals 
besid,s.the human being; all races ot man seem to be suscep-
tible:to it. Triumph tor science was achieved in 1908 when 
Dr. Karl Landsteiner at Vienna first succeeded in infecting 
a monkey with polio, thus making possible ne·w ways of study 
and researoh.3 
There are differences of opinion in rege.rd to how the 
virus enters the body, but it·is now most widely believed 
that the portal or entry may be the alimentary canal, partic-
ularly the pharynx and the intestinal mucosa. Although the 
way in which the virus gains entry has not been definitely 
established, it is quite certain that the virus, once it has 
gained entry, travels through peripheral nerves to the centra 
nervous system. Then it spreads by neuronal pathways to the 
sensory and motor nerve cells which are located in the ante-
rior horn cells of the spinal cord and in the brain stem. 4 
~~~~~~~••ation for Public Health Nursing, 
~----- -l--~~~ij,§l~}i~~~ ~~~f!!!~!~ .. P.:p~~-11. 
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The virus attacks only nerve cells of the medulla or 
spinal cord, or both, and teeds, grows. and multiplies, living 
on the material within the nerve cells. 1'hese cells may be so 
effected that they are no longer able to control the muscles 
or the various parts of the body. Paralysis, or inability to 
move the muscles which these neurons control. becomes apparent 
There is no reel cure for this muscle paralysis which occurs 
when nerve cells are destroyed by the virus. 5 
and 
The 
It the nerve cells attacked by the virus are not destroys 
I 
retain some ot their activity. they may recover eventually1 
exact mechanism of transmission is unknown, but it has bee 
seen that this infection frequently runs through families and 
it is an epidemical disease. The infection of poliomyelitis 
is a common one, probably as widespread as measles. but the 
paralytic stage is relatively rare. I i 
I 
A defense against the acute phase of the disease is built I! 
up through repeated exposures to the virus. This explains wey 11 
children are more susceptible to the acute disease; adults havJ 
long been exposed to the infection and have developed varying 
degrees of immunity. Although a baby is born with approxi-
mately the same resistance to the disease as his mother, this 
resistance is relatively transitory and antibodies disappear 
within a period of six months to two years. Then the child's 
system must build up its own 1mmun1ty.6 
5 Pollomyelltls, 22• ~ •• p. 6. 
6 Yaxine JJavis, "b'irst Handbook on Infantile Paralysis", 
Good Housekeeping, August, 1950, P• 58. 
I 
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The carriers or the virus are not easily recognized. 
'l'hey may be individuals who e.'re only slightly ill for a few 
days with fever, nausea, and headaches. '.l.'he poliomyelitis 
virus may be harbored in e. person's body without causing any 
lj 
,, 
' 
I 
II 
,, 
disturbance or symptoms or the disease whatsoever, yet he as 
carrier is a menace to others. '.l.'herefore, until more is 
learned, it is impossible to prevent the spread of the virus 
in a community. 
ail 
The virus has been round in sewage, and for this reason 
health authorities during epidemic of the disease discourage 
swimming in waters where there is a possibility of contamina-
tion. Body cleanliness and a rested bouy core both good pro-
tection from any disease.7 
Poliomyelitis is more prevalent in the summer and tends 
to die out as late tall and winter approach. ~pidemics of the 
disease seem most common in temperate regions, although oases 
are reported in all regions or the world in every month of the 
year.s 
.I 
;I 
I II 
II 
I 
II 
The most common type of poliomyelitis is known as 
polio, the type where only the systemic stage occurs. 
I 
abortivdi 
I' 
,I 
The ,, 
symptoms are headache, sore throat, nausea and vomiting. No 
evidence of paralysis is seen. These symptoms are often over- 11 
looked or considered to be some other disease, and a diagnosis '' 
or polio may never be made. It has been estimatedthat there 
7 Poilomyelltls, £2• ~ •• p. 10. 
8 Ibid., P• 11. 
14 
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are twenty times as many oases ot this type as there are ot I 
oases which have been diagnosed as polio. lt is this kind of 
polio which helps to build up immunity for a great many indi-
viduals. On the other hand, individuals with abortive polio 
are also carriers of the disease. There is no nerve injury or 
involvement in abortive polio. 
Non-paralytic polio is seen when the virus reaches the 
central nervous system and carries on pronounced activity; the 
recognizable symptoms of polio are seen. 'l'he nerve cells may 
be injured but not destroyed; the muscles may be weakened but 
not paralyzed. There is stiffness of the back and neck, and 
li1 
II 
'I 
!I 
II the systemic symptoms of fever, headache, and nausea are seen. 1 
The nerve cells recover in most cases, and muscles which have 
been weakened can be retrained and strengthened although the 
process may be long and extremely discouraging at times.g 
Paralytic poliomyelitis, the more dramatic form, ooours 
when the virus attacks the nerve cells with such strength that 
the cells are seriously injured or destroyed. These nerve 
cells, usually located in the spinal cord below the medulla, 
are not capable of reproducing themselves when they are 
destroyed; the muscles governed by these neurons are unable to 
function and paralysis of these muscles occurs. a person may 
become paralyzed in the arms, the legs, or in any part of the 
body controlled by these nerves. Muscles of the chest which 
I 
I 
I 
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li 
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It 
' make breathing action o:f the lungs possible may be affected; 
when this occurs, the iron lung may be used to mechanically 
expand the lung~, thus saving the life of the patient. 
,, 
il 
I 
! 
Bulbar polio occurs when the virus attacks the neurons in I 
the medulla. In this part of the brain located at the upper 
end of the spinal cord, ere many of the vital nerve centers of 
the body. The muscles of the throat may be affected thus 
:t 
il 
making it difficult or impossible to S\';allow or to speak 
1 
plainly. liuscles of the face controlling the eyes, mo-.~th, and I 
• 
- various facial expressions may be paralyzed or weakened. The I 
II II 
muscles controlling the breathing apparatus of the patient may !I 
I 
be paralyzed. In bulbar casus where respiration is affected, Jj 
the "iron lung·• is of little use, for it is the actual j; 
mechanics of breathing rather than chest musclt~s that are 1,1 
il 
rendered useless. llulbar polio is relatively loss common than 1 
the type where the virus localizes lower down in the spinal J, 
oord.lO 1 
All types of polio are primarily the same disease; they li 
1il 
di:f:fer onl.• in the location o:f the virus and extent o:f damage !I 
II 
li done to the nerve oente r·s which control the various muscles 
and organs of the body. '.i.'he incubation period is relatively 
short; it does not exceed about twelve days except in rare 
cases.ll 
II 
il 
I 
There are three stages of poliomyelitis. 'ihe symptoms of jl 
rl 
I' 
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lr 
!I 
io !Sid., p. io. 
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II 
!I ~ I! u II ~~-- ,i - ... ~: •• :-,:,., may .:-r1~:. roeemble thoee ~~-..:,. other - U-~ -· 
I diseases. They may include fever, general malaise, loss of 
appetite, nausea. vomiting, headaches, gastrointestinal com• 
1: 
I I! 
I 
I. 
:I 
I 
li 
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plaints, and sore throat. These symptoms may be present tor 
one or two days, and then a period may occur of from one to 
seven days when the patient seems quite well. 'J.'he patient 
becomes sick again1 
system involvement. 
and evidence is present of central nervous 
I, 
'.i.'his is usually when the illness is first ' 
noticed. Stiffness may be present in any muscle but is found 
usually in the neck and back, arms and legs, or in the chest 
when deep inhalations are taken. ~evere pain may be expe-
rienced even when there is no rever. 
~aralysis, if it is to occur, reaches its extent seventy-
two to ninety-six hours after symptoms of polio have first 
been noticed. When the patient's temperature has dropped to 
normal for forty-eight hours, the chances are that no further 
paralysis will develop. The degree of rever has no bearing on 
the amount of paralysis to be expected. 
The convalescent stage begins when the fever has subsided 
finally, and lasts until the "spontaneous recovery"' of muscle 
function is complete and the affected muscles have improved to 
1 the greatest possible extent, usually in about eighteen months•.! 
II II 
1
1 The convalescent period actually has two parts depending on th1'i 
I presence or absence of tenderness and spasm. ln the sensitive !I 
1
1 
phase the muscles are still tender and tight, and pain is lj
1 present.l2 
In the non-sensitive phase, the pain and discomfort 
are gone, but muscle tightness may remain. 
~e chronic stage ot the disease is that period attar 
the reoa.ery of nerve cella and muscles ha~ reached the 
' 
maximum degree possible, and the stage where it is known 
that no further recovery is to be expected. This is the 
stage in which the physician knows which muscles or paralytic 
patients are permanently paralyzed and plans the reconstruc• 
tive and rehabilitative measures to be taken.l3 Braces, 
crutches, and other appliances may be used; surgical pro-
cedures may be employed as soon as it 1a feasible in oases 
where such steps are indicated. The main goal is to make 
the patient as effective a person as possible in all aspects 
ot his lite, in spite ot the residual involvement whioh may 
be present. Continuous supervision and follow-up are essen-
tial, especially ot children1 since deformities may progress 
due to disturbances in growth. JUnctional and gait training 
are also very 1mportant.l4 
Knowledge ot poliomyelitis is increasing, but thus tar, 
there is no known cure for this disease. However, physicians 
and physio-therapists oan reduce pain and discomfort during 
13 ~·• Po. 197 0 
11\ W!lliam Green, M.D., "Present-Day Status ot .Polio-~~~ Us, !U, !B .l!inpland, oTourp•l £l.. Medi,cipe, January, 
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the early stages of the illness, and then can reduce greatly I li 
I the chances of the patient's beill8 crippled or limited in his 1 
,, 
activities. Much seems to depend on how quickly and promptly I< 
the patient is placed under proper medical supervision. lhe 
most etfeotive care is given in hospitals where the latest 
equipment and methods ot treatment are available. The long 
and otten slow process ot retraining weakened muscles or 
training some to carry on new functions begins as soon as the 
patient is ready, while he is still in the hospital in many 
oases • and c.ontinues for months and often years in severe 
oases. 
The total or partial recovery of muscle function depends 
on the extent ot nerve damage. While some patients recover 
completely tram paralysis and muscle weaknes~. others must 
use ~races, cru\4aes, or wheel chairs for the rest of their 
lives. All p&tient:, however, oan be helped to overcome some 
of the effects of the disease. 
Polio has its greatest incidence in children under ten. 
Though commonly called nintantile paralysis," incidence of 
this disease among adults has recently risen rather sharply. 
In 1949 1 one of four of those with polio was over fifteen 
years ot age. The greatest fear which arises in regard to 
this disease is the fear of crippling, yet of every one hun-
dred individuals who contract polio, fifty will recover com-
pletely, and twenty-five 
li 
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I· etteots, 
-cl~ 
but not serious 
I 
to thirty will show slight after-
1
1 
enough to interfere with their leadinf 
II 
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'I relatively normal lives. Firteen to twenty will be left 
I 20 ,---,~-~~ 
il 
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I seriously crippled, and five to ten will die.l5 
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As is true with any serious illness, there are varying 
psychological factors which may be presented by the polio 
patient. 
Hospitalization is not a particularly pleasant experi-
enoe for anyone, but it is a most traumatic experience for 
young children. A child below the age of three responds 
strongly to pain, is grettly dependent upon his mother, has 
t 
' 
not had a chance to learn how to make satisfactory social 
relationships, in unable to "play out" his feelings or anx-
ieties in the hospital setting, and develops certain fears. 
These tears may include the tear that the mother has desert-
ed him, a fear of defenselessness, and fears or doctors and 
nurses who, of necessity, cause him pain and discomfort 
through treatments and examinations. 
Older children can be reasoned with and can be helped 
to some extent to understand the need for hospitalization 
and treatment. They have had chances to make social contactsj 
and it is easier for the older children to relate to hospital! 
I 
personnel. 11 
II Adolescent children are trying to become independent, j, 
to develop more fully their own potentialities, and in i short,, 
to "grow up." ! I' 
II 
II 
With illnesses and hospitalization they are 
16 Poliomyelitis, ~· All•• p. 4. 
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made to feel quite dependent. to 11 
resultf! 
There is great striving 
be like others, and the fear of being "different" as a 
of crippling is very strong. Many adolescents are self-
conscious, and even a slight handicap is most disturbing. 
Jm adult is made dependent during hospitalization; he 
experiences a loss of status and may find himself in a per-
manent state of incapacity if involvement is great. .tle may 
feel he has become a burden to his family, muy feel guilty 
about his illness, and may feel he has failed his fcmily, if 
he is the bread-winner of his family. He may have to adjust 
to a completely new type of occupation, living arrangement, 
financial status, and a new way of life. 
'l'he parents and families of polio patients m~;y display 
varied and numerous reactions to the patient's illness and 
possible limitations. They may feel guilty that their child 
or rulative has contreoted polio; they may be over-anxious, 
panicky, and despondent. The parents may be over-protective 
of the patient when he is discharged to his h,,me, and may 
cause hh: to become over-dependent and unable to rlevelop to 
the fullest his own abilities and potentialities. l'!irents 
may be either over-confident or fearful of their ability 
to manage physical care of the patient in the h· me. 
A child and indeed a patient of any age easily senses 
the feelings of his parents and family toward his illness 
and any involvement which may result. lt the family can be 
helped to accept and understand the various 
li 
li 
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the illness and the possibility ot l1mitct1ons and can 
realistically adJust to these, the patient, too, is better 
able to satisfactorily adJust to his illness end possible 
limitations. 
A handicapped person needs to realize that because he 
is handicapped, he must not lose faith in himself or give 
,, 
'I 
:I 
I 
up nlans he might have for the future. 
!; 
He can be encouraged 'i 
to take into account the assets he possesses end made to 
realize he will be able to live a relatively normal life, 
He may have to alter to some extent his plans, but he is 
capable ot having a tlll.l and bappy'lite, tor his potential-
ities are not lost through the los' ot the use ot a limb, 
He can be encouraged and he~ped by the members or the team 
during the early period ot illness to realize his handicap, 
and through repeated supportive contacts with the social 
worker during the long months 
ment, he can be helped in his 
o:r oonvalesceuce and readjust- li 
j 
acceptance ot his limi tnt ions 1 
and in planning tor his lite to be rich and meaningful. 
l 
I 
I 
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OHAP'l'JSR IV 
T$ POJ.lOHY.i5LlT.LS .!Wll?ii:UIC .,2l1W, 
~ Matio~al Foun4ation !2t Ipfantile Paralvsis 
' Franklin D~ Roosevelt contracted polio in 1921 1 and in 
1927 1 he and a group ot friends formed the Georgia warm Spring' 
Foundation, a non-profit institution for study and research I' 
ot this disease. From this developed the National lfoundation 1 
tor Infantile Paralysis which became incorporated under the 
laws of New York state in January, 1936. It is supported 
through contributions, and annually sponsers the March of 
Dimea, its fund-raising campaign. A chapter has been estab• 
lished in each state and clinics are held in various parts 
ot each state. Fitty per cent of funds realized through 
contributions is used tor research, education, and epidemic 
aidJ the remaining fitty per cent is retained to provide 
medical care tor patients, or, in emergencies, to supplement 
the national epidemic aid fund. Assistance to patients may 
include payment for hospitalization, nursing, physio-therapy 
services, orthopedic appliances, and transportation to and 
trom hospitals and clinics. Age, race, or creed are no 
barriers to receiving aid; assistance given is based solely 
on need. Funds are granted to the stetes and administered 
to the individuals through local chapters. titatisiics show 
that in 1949 1 during the greatest epidemic of polio in this 
country, approximately 33 1 900 ot the 42,375 patients were 
! helped in part or in total by funds of the l!'oundation.l 
~ Massachusettf 1ntant1le Paralysis Clinics 
The Massachusetts chapter of the Foundation is located 
in Boston and the main clinic is at the Children's !4odical 
Center. Treatment clinics providing physio-therapy and medicaljl 
,, 
supervision are maintained in Arlington, Beverly, .Uedham, .tiav-1: 
erhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Malden, Medford, l.}.uincy 1 :.>omerville, 11 
and ilaltham. 'l'hese clinics are sta:tfed by personnel from the [I 
main clinic who also hold appointments in the isolation, ortho~i 
pedic, and physio-therapy services of the Medical Center. 
;I 
The average attendance at the clinic in Boston reached a 
peak of eighty-five patients a day during 1949. '£here were ' 
743 new patients seen in the clinic and there were 1895 cases 
1
1 
receiving care under the Massachusetts clinics during that 
same year. Clinic visits totalled 17 1 053, 13,400 of which 
were made to the clinic at the Medical Cent'>r.2 
I 
·r 
' 
I 
I! 
Admission ot the patient to the Children's Medical Center 11 
I
I ile usually had been ,I followed, in general, a planned routine. 
seen by a local pbysicia~ before being sent to the isolation 
building of the Center. 7~~rs ~e was seen by an admitting 
ii 
li 
l National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, Polio, pub.
1 no. 35, p. 7. 
2 Annual Report of the Massachusetts Infantile Paralysis 
Clinic, 1949. 
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clerk, a physician from the Medical Service, and then by a IJ 
1
11 physician from the Orthopedic Service. When a diagnosis ot 
polio was made or questioned, the patient was taken to a ward IJ 
I in the isolation building, and regulations regarding the isola 
tion period, visiting rules, and gifts and articles which migh 
be used by the patient were explained to the family as well 
as any precautions which might be necessary in the home. Data 
il 
tor the Infantile Paralysis Foundation form card was obtained 11 
from the family. Next, the family was seen by a social worker I 
and then by someone in the credit office. In most oases, ' 
within two weeks ot the admission the family was contacted 
by a representative of the National Ji'oundation, and a home 
visit was made by a public health nurse. 
~ J, The patient remained in isolation during the acute stage 
of the disease, usually about two weeks. During this period, 
no visitors were allowed. Then, depending upon the patient's 
condition, and the ability of his family to give adequate home 
care, he was discharged home, transferred to the orthopedic 
ward of the hospital, to the Wellesley Convalescent Home, or 
to another hospital tor convalescent treatment. 
social Setyic~ui}n;afh~A·~iae~'! Medigal Center D ~ ___ e_i_ 
In July, 1949, a social worker was sent on a three-month 
assignment by the National Foundation to the polio warda and 
clinic at the Medical Center. In September of the same year, 
another worker was sent by the •oundation on a permanent basis. 
I 
n 
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,During the epidemic ot 1949, the l;3oc1al i:lervioe Departmen1 
1: 
sooial servia# made an attempt to ~intain one hundred per cent 
ooverage through mutual agreement with the chief of Orthopedic! 
Service at the Medical Center. 
During July, August, and ::>eptember, the admissions were 
covered by the worker on the three~onth assignment and by an-
The worker who was to be permanently assigned 
to the service came in September. Four workers from other 
services within the hospital worked on a rotating basis in the 
polio wards for varying lengths of time. In October when the 
epidemic had subsided, these other workers gradually terminat .. 
ed their services in the polio wards, and the full responsi-
bility became that of the permanent polio worker. 
il 
il 
'I 
ii 
From June through November ot that year when. one hundred :1 il 
II per cent coverage was attempted, there were 570 patients 
II 
'I 
l1 
'I 
admitted; three patients died, and two patients were found to 
haVe some other disease. ot the total number of admissions, 
570, Social Service was able to contact 495 patients and/or 
families. Most referrals to the Social oervice Lepartment 
were made by the physician who admitted the patient; some 
families wbo had not b.een seen at the time of admission were 
referred through the credit office when payment cf bills was 
1 discussed. Social Service learned, through the u.se ot the 
I tiles on the wards, ot other families who had not been con-
I! 
il taoted when the patient was admitted. 
II 
il II 
ii 
11 
'I 
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[i ' No contact was made by the Social Service Department with I 
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~ ! 
seventy-five patients and/or families for various reasons; 
a large number of patients were admitted at night and during 
the weekends when nc social worker was avaUable. An attempt : 
'I 
was made to see each family when the patient was admitted, and ]i 
when this was not possible, the Social Service Department trie. 
il 
to get in touch with the family by mail or phone. 'l'hose who !j 
lived nearby were usually seen by appointment, but many tam-
ilies who lived a great distance from the hospital found it 
impossible to talk with a worker. There were a few families 
who were not seen at the time of the patient's admission and 
il 
II 
! 
I 
II 
who made no attempt to contact Social oervice despite letters ![ 
I 
I and phone calls made by the Department. Some families were 
not referred or were not seen for other reasons, but the 
vest majority of families with whom no contact was made were 
those who lived quite some distance from the hospital. The 
Public Health Department was most cooperative in offering 
medical social workers to those families in remote areas. 
' 
!] 
; 
I 
I] 
I[ 
I 
;i 
The purpose of one hundred per cent review was two-fold; :1 
it was to gBther pertinent information regarding the patient 
himself, and to gain an over-all picture of his family and 
I 
i 
i, 
social environment; it was a'utempted to evaluate the family's ![ 
ability to handle conv&lescence. The purpose of the Social 
Service review was explained to each family, and it was made 
clear that the information obtained would be helpful to the 
doctors and nurses in caring for the needs of each patient, 
II 
11 
li 
:I 
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in making discharge plans. The review was generally I 
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Month 
TABU: l 
OASES ADlU'ET.IID TO TWI: MEDICAL C.ENT.It:R 
ACOOBDIBG TO TYPE OF POLICIIYELITIS: 
.rou-IfOVEIIBKR, lfl49 
Diagnosis 
Paralyt1o .Non-par. Bulbar 
June 15 7 0 
July 34 15 16 
August 132 90 37 
September 80 47 16 
OOtober M 24 8 
.November 9 5 1 
- - -
Total 304 188 78 
Total 
22 
65 
259 
143 
66 
15 
-
570 
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' I 
accepted by those who were interviewed. \j 
During the isolation period or acute stage of the disease•ll 
which lasted approximately two weeks in most oases, the Social I' 
Service Department gave assistance in three ways---through 11 
social review, through acting as a liaison between the patient I 
!I 
and his family when visiting was prohibited, and through mak- il 
ing plans with the family for the convalescent period. 
Of the 495 families who were seen, there were at least 
ji 
jl 116 oases where more extensive l:looial Service was required 
ji and given following the isolation period and the acute phase. 
I 
Bo real criterion for defining services was available because 
ot the nuaber a~d rapid turnover of both patients and workers. 
The services offered were given to three groups of patients---
those who were discharged to their homes immediately after the 
two-week isolation period, those who were transfPrred to the 
orthopedic ward of the hospital, and those who were tr.nsferred 
to the Wellesley Convalescent Home. A more detailed dis-
oussion of types ot service will be found in the following 
chapter. 
The Red Cross was and continues to be of invaluable ser-
vice in providing transportation for patients and in many 
oases, an accompanying parent or relative, to an~ from the 
clinic or hospital. Often parents had to bring children from 
outlying areas where there was no transportation if the family 
I; 
11 had no oar. 
~~t 
Travel by means of busses, trains, or subway 
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woul.d have been impossible for many handicapped patients. 'j 
The Visiting Nurse Association in various towns and oitie~ 
II 
aided parents and families through supervising convalescent il 
care. The Boston VNA has a special unit of physio-therapists 11 
who were used to instruct parents regarding exercises and 
also to do the more extensive exercises with the patients. 
The VNA was also used to supervise diets, evaluate the ade-
quacy of homes; and so on• 
The Massachusetts Department of Health saw that quaran-
tine precautions were carried out by families, cooperated in 
sending ~ocial workers to homes of patients in remote areas, 
! 
and as par·t of the state program 1n regard to polio, a nurse 
usually visited the home of each patient. 
Family agencies, workers in other hospital 
I' 
::>ooial Service!! !I 
Departments• school nurses, teachers, and other ag;noies were 1 
. ,, 
contacted for Joint plann'ng regarding patients• oonsultation,11 
I! 
and referral of oases when it became apparent that the medicalli 
!I 
social problems could be relieve4 by their participation 
3 
in the case. 
ii ,, 
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A!m D.ISCWSIO.NS 
OJ!!'=fll fioture gt lU, Casea .Jll.d. J.D. lU, Study 
ot the thirty-three oases studied, eighteen were male 
and titteen were female; they ranged in age tram one year 
i 
'I 
li 
II 
II 
l
1
1 
to twenty-rive years; two adults, both female, were included;lll 
ten cases, or nearly one-third or the total number, were in :[ 
I· 
the one-to-three-year-old group. The greatest number of caset 
in any age group during the entire month or September, 1949, 11 
'· 
was also in this age group. 'I 
I, 
The yearly salary range ot the families of these patient$ 
I ! 
was flOOO to 15000 with the exception or one case where the 
salary was fl5,ooo. TWenty-seven families had Blue Cross, ji 
Blue Shield, or some type or insurance covering hospitalize- !I 
1: 
tion. The National Foundation tor lntantile Paralysis con- ,I ,. 
I' 
tributed to twenty-seven oases, including sixteen cases where 11 
1
1l The !I 
li 
I 
the Foundation assumed total financial responsibility. 
billa ot six patients were paid by their families, all of 
I 
li 
The racial background ot each patient was ~~~ 
not recorded at the hospital. 
I 
I 
wham had hospital insurance or same type. 
There were patients or numerous national origins and 
religious taiths. 
The titteen cases used tor intensive study and the ones 
on which findings were based included nine males and six re-
males; the age range was two years to twenty-rive years. Thesef 
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oases were representative ot the thirty-three in regard to 
salary range. age distribution, and financial aid given oy 
the National Foundation. 
'l'ABlJII .Y 
Sll:l AND AG.E OF 'l'HX 'l'HI.R'l'Y·'l'HRU CASES STUDIED 
ACOOliDING 'l'O 'l'YPE OF POLIOJ4YELITIS: 
Age 
ADJU'l'TED 'l'O THE MEDICAL Cl!:NTER 
SRP'l'IYBER• 1949 
Sex 
Years Total Male Female 
Para- Bon- Bul- Para- Non-
lytio para. bar lytio para. 
1-6 17 5 3 2 l 5 
7-12 ll 2 l 4 l 0 
13-18 l 0 0 l 0 
24-25 2 0 0 0 2 0 
- - - - - -
Total 33 8 4 6 5 5 
-~~~·-- ·--. --· -- - . 
Bul-
bar 
l 
3 
l 
0 
-
5 
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Years 
1-6 
'1-12 
1~-18 
19-24 
25-~ 
Age 
Total 
S.U: AND AGE C8 ALL CAS~ 
ACCORDING TO 'l'YPE OF POLIOO"ELlTIS: 
ADJ4I'l'T.IW TO THE MEDICAL CENTER 
SEPTEMBER, 1949 
Sex 
Total Jlale Feme.le 
Para- Bon- Bul- Para- Non- Bul-
70 
48 
17 
1 
7 
-
143 
1yt1o para. bar lytic para. bar 
23 
17 
4 
1 
1 
-
16 
9 
~ 
0 
1 
-
29 
2 
5 
1 
0 
1 
-
9 
15 
10 
0 
0 
4 
-
12 
~ 
~ 
0 
0 
-
18 
2 
4 
1 
0 
0 
-
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¥u! Studies 
Five oases each of the three types of poliomyelitis, 
paralytic, non-paralytic, and bulbar, are presented. A 
discussion of the problema presented and the role of the 
social worker follow each case. It was on these fifteen 
oases that the.tindings of this study are based. 
t;'lP.ig Casu: 
ase • · 
Mar7 D.! a seven-and-one-half-year-old girl, 
was hospital zed for tive weeks at the Medical 
Center and then was transferred to the Wellesley 
Convalescent Home wnere she remained tor seven 
weeks. No con-tact with the family had been 
possible when the child had been at the Center, 
although several attempts had been made to do so. 
The doctor at Wellesley referred the case to the 
social worker tor discharge planning. The child 
had considerable involvement of' both legs and was 
in casts. There was a two-year-old sister, the 
family had a very limited income, and the home 
was not felt to be -very adequate. 
The worker made an appointment with the 
father, and learned that at the onset of the 
child's illness, the mother had left the father, 
taken the younger child, and had gone to live with 
relatives because, according to the father, she 
was so upset over Mary's illness, She had since 
returned to the home. Both parents were fearful 
of having Mary return to the home 1 and felt in· 
secure and inadequate in having to care for a sick 
child. The parents showed some resistance to the 
worker at first, but as they gained confidence in 
the worker's genuine interest in helping them, they 
both became cooperative. The worker gave the 
parents a great deal of interpretation of the ill-
ness, the treatment, and the convalescent period. 
Through further eTaJ.uation, the home was found to 
be adequate. 
Mary was discharged from Wellesley and return-
ed to her home. Arrangements for a home teacher 
- r.- - --- -~- -=--~-:: 
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were made, and the Visiting Nurse Association 
provided a physio-therapist once a week to help 
the parents with the necessary exercises. 
Three months later it was notBd that the 
child had made a good adJustment, her phys~oal 
condition was satisfactory, the parents fe~t 
confident of their ability to carry on the con-
valescent care, and good family relationships 
had been re-established. 
This case illustrates the tear end panic that often are 
seen in the patients of polio or their families. The worker 
played a great part in allaying their fears end in inter-
preting to them the various implications and significance of 
the disease and its treatment, and the necessary care. She 
played a supportive role by showing her interest in helping 
them, and aided the parents in gaining confidence in their 
ability to handle Mary's convalescent period; tho worker 
helped the parents face the problem of the illness realis-
tioally. 
' 
II 
'I 
il The importance of the cooperation of community resources 11 
is shown in this case; the Visiting Nurse Association provided 1: 
il 
a physio-therapist which aided in the physical rehabilitation II 
of the patient; the school department sent a home teacher who 
helped the child keep up wi~h her eduoetion as well as provide 
a certain amount of occupational therapy. 
Case 2. 
Louise A., a twenty-four-year-old married 
woman with an eighteen~onth-old daughter, 
was hospitalized at the Medical Center for 
,, 
three weeks and then transferred to another 
hospital tor part of the convalescent period. 
At the time of her admission, she was four 
months pregnant. ~~.~.~~ ~-~~ . ··-- ... 
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II The home was adequate and was an 
ment in the home of Mr. A's parents. 
income was also adequate. 
apart-
The 
Mrs. A. made a good adjustment to her 
hospitalization and the worker visited her 
frequently. At times, however, she was quite 
apprehensive about the long period of con-
valescence. 
The patient's daughter was admitted to 
the hospital with non-paralytic polio, and the 
mother was not to1~ until a diagnosis of non-
paralytic polio was made. She accepted the fact 
that the child, too, was i11i but the worker was 
able to give her a great des of support at this 
time. Mrs. A. also had great faith in the treat-
ment she and the little girl were receiving. 
When it was necessary to transfer Mrs. A. 
to another hospital, she was quite disturbed, 
but the worker interpreted to her the impos-
sibility of handling convalescent patients ror 
any length of time at the Medical Center. The 
worker was instrumental in halping MrR. a. 
adjust well to the second hospital. 
Mrs •. A. was transferred to a third hospital 
tor the delivery of her baby. '£he child was 
normal and well. Mrs. A. remained at the third 
hospital for several weeks, and the new baby was 
oared for by relatives as was the older child 
who had no serious after-effects of non-paralytic 
polio. 
Mrs. A. •·as readmitted to the second hospital 
for further convalescence where she remained for 
about two weeks, and was then discharged home. 
After a month at home, she had not adjusted 
well, was very de~endent on her husband, and was 
rather discouraged. The patient felt that the 
home situation presented a practical problem in 
that the A.'s apartment was on the second floor; 
Mrs. A. bad involvement ot the muscles of the 
legs and was at the time of discharge just 
learning to walk with crutches and braces. •._·he 
worker referred the patient's husband to several 
places in an effort to help them find a more 
suitable home. 
I 
During these months and the various hospi-
talizations, the worker maintained contact with 
the A's, giving encouragement, reassurance, and 
support to both the patient and her husband. 
A few months after Mrs. A. had gone home, 
the family was able to find a suitable home, 
Mrs. A. was able to ambulate more easily, be-
came less dependent, and able to do more for 
herself. ~ighteen months after discharge, N~s. 
A. was able to walk without braces or crutches, 
but was still to continue exercises. bhe was 
able to assume greater responsibility for her 
home and children, who had been oared for by 
relatives during the mother's convalescence. 
This case shows the long, slow experience and process of 
the convalescent period or polio. This case was rather 
unusual in that it was complicated to some degree by the 
patient's pregnancy. The patient no doubt had a great many 
conflicts and tears as ahe oonteuplated the approaching birth 
ot her child and the long months of convalescence. 
I The worker played an important role in giving the pat1entj 
and her husband the support and understanding they both neededl 
~: 
I! 
I! 
during the long hard months. The continuance of the re-
lationship which had been built up during the first days of 
the patient's illness was undoubtedly or great value to Mrs.A. 
Although the worker felt that the home situation was no 
pressing problem and was quite adequate, she felt that per-
haps it gave the patient something to think about and plan 
,, 
il tor, and helped Mrs. A. to be more content until a home more 
I' 
!: to her liking could be looatedo 
I! The family situation was most adequate in that there 
!I 
11 was no ditticulty in the care ot the children, for relatives l I li 
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In oases like this, where the convalescent period is so 
long, often the most important thing a social worker can do 
is to contin~e supportive contacts with the patient. 
Case 3. 
Jean N., a twenty-rive-year-old patient, was 
at the Medical Center for seven weeks and was trans-
ferred to another hospital where she. remained for 
six months. Both arms were paralyzed and there was 
severe involvement of the hands and legs. She was 
a nurse, had to come to this country only a few 
months prior to the onset of her illness, and had 
been living with a marrie.d sister. Home care 
during the early stages of convalescence was im-
possible. The patient was completely overwhelmed 
by her illness; she cried and moaned a great deal, 
was frightened, and was inconsolable. 'fhe worker 
tried to visit her each day, and although Miss N. 
did not respond much at first to the visits, she 
expressed anger if the worker did not visit. 
Later, when she was able to accept the worker, ~>.iss 
.N. expressed fear of an "emotional collapse". 'l.'he 
worker found the patient to be a warm, friendly 
person by nature, but one Who for various reasons, 
was completely staggered by the illness. Miss N. 
was in debt to members of her family for her 
education and her trip from her native country; 
she had had a job in a hospital, but now had been 
rendered helpless by poliomyelitis; because she 
was an alien, there was some difficulty in getting 
funds from the National Foundation to help in pay-
ment of hospital bills. 
The worker was able to carry on a supportive 
role with Miss N., saw her constantly during the 
seven-week period she was at the Medical Center, 
e.nd helped to relieve a great deal of l1Jiss N' s 
anxiety. After the acute stage of the patient's 
illness, she was transferred to another hospital, 
stayed for six months, and then returned to her 
sister's home. The worker visited the patient 
several months after the discharge from the hospi-
tal, and found she ~as abl~ to get around in a 
wheel chair, and seemed to have made a fairly 
good adJustment, There was still considerable 
involvement of both arms and one leg. However, 
braces and slings were being used. ~he sister 
1 
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li had been very cooperative and understanding of 
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I the patient's illness and limitations. Miss N. 
1 seemed to have realistically accepted her handi-
'i caps, and was regaining some use of her limbs, 
11 although very slowly. At the present time, the 
1
1 w;::rker is trying to make rehabilitation plans 
. with Miss N. 
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This case, one of the adults included in this study, 
presented many problems, the greatest, of course, being the 
seriousness of the paralysis. This woman had had to adjust 
to a new country, a new home, and a new job; she had perhaps 
not had a chance to fully adjust to these new situations. 
1be onset of polio and the ensuing severe paralysis must 
have been a most traumatic experience f'or this patient. She 
was a young woman with a worthwhile vocation and life ahead 
of her when suddenly she was rendered helpless and completely 
dependent on others for meeting her physical and financial 
needs. 
In the most critical period of' Miss N's illness, the 
social worker was able to help in some of the feelings of 
fear, anxiety, and hopelessness this patient expressed. Miss 
N. was helped to accept to a certain extent the illness and 
its complications through repeated contacts with the worker 
during the firct few weeks of the hospitalization. The 
worker was also able to arrange for financial assistance for 
payment for hospitalization. 
The worker leerned in her most recent contact that Miss 
N. had made a rather good adjustment, that the sister had 
been most helpf~ to the patient in various ways, and at 
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11 that time there was no perticulsr need for a medicel social 
worker. ..etuelly, in this case the worker was limited in 
what she could do. hith such severe imrolvement the patient's 
adjustment tc her incapacity would depend for the most part on 
ber oYm ego-strengths, together with the supportive interest 
II and concern of others, interest and concern which the worker 
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was able to provide. The worker is now planning a re-
habilitative program with Miss N. 
Case 4. 
Jimmie R., a two-year-old child, was hospi-
talized for six weeks at the Medical Center. he 
had severe residual paralysis of the left lower 
leg and some involvement of the left hip. ~he 
parents described the child as being a "good" 
baby. '£here was another son, seven years old. 
'l'he income was quite limited. The patient had 
a atrong attachment to his father, and the home 
situation was adequate although it was felt that 
the mother was of limited intelligence. Both 
parents were extremely anxious, especially 
during the first days of the isolation periou; 
they called the doctors and social worker fre-
quently. and the mother told the worker she 
always felt "shaky" when she called and forgot 
questions she had wanted to ask regarding the 
illness and the child's progress. 
It was noted by the worker that the father 
was an amputee, but during the child's hospi-
talization, no reference to tt<is fact was m.ade 
by either parent. The father was reluctant to 
talk to anyone in the credit office in regard 
to bills, but arrangements were finally made. 
'I'he parents were willing to talk only about 
Jimmie's condition, and the worker acted as a 
liaison between the child and the parents 
during the hospitalization period. 
Several weeks after the discharge. the 
worker saw the family in the clinic; the father 
was extremely restless and irritated at having 
to wait so long for Jimmie to be seen by a 
doctor. The mother said she had had a great 
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deal of trouble with Jimmie's exercises, but 
the worker felt Mrs. 11. had perhaps exag-
gereted the diff!oulti~s. The mother v1as 
given further instructions for doing the 
exercises by the doctor and physio-therapist. 
Du~ing the next few months, the worker 
swn the parents and the child at intervals 
when they came to the ~linio. From the 
mother 1 the worker learned that the father 
was having great difficulty in accepting 
Jimmie's paralysis. 'l'he rather Wcis an 
amputee of ••orld r1ar II; he had had no pre-
paration for surgery, and he was hospi-
talized for a year. 'l'he mother felt he had 
accepted his own disability• but could not 
face a similar disability in his son; all 
of his old feelings had been revived with 
the child's paralysis. 
The worker encouraged the mother to a 
fuller understanding of the father's 
feelings and attitudes, a means through 
which she could help the patient and his 
father. 1he worker arranged for the parents 
to talk with the doctor in regard to the 
child's actual prognosis. It was realis-
tically explained to them by the doctor, 
but it was difficult for the parents to 
recognize the inevitability of incomrlete 
return of function in the chila's leg. 
Gradually, however, -chrough talking v!l th 
the social worker and the doctor, the parents 
began to accept tho reality of the situation. 
The worker continued to see the parents 
and b} talking with the worker, Mr. H. was 
able to work through many of his feelings 
about his own handicap as well as Jimmie's. 
It was noted by the worker that the father 
shared thoughts and ideas with patients and 
families he met in the clinic. 
One year after the onset of polio the 
parents were seen to be lass apprehensive, 
more mature in their handling of the child, 
and facing the child's crippling quite 
realistically. They had confidence in the 
treatment the child was receiving, but were 
not relying too strongly on Jimmie's re-
gaining complete muscle function. 
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j' The child had showed very slow but 
· gradual improvement, and fourteen months after 
hospitalization, he was beginning to learn to 
vmlk with crutches. 
T~is case was unusual in many ways and presented several 
problems. lt illustrates clearly the concept of the team 
where the doctor, social worker, and physio-therapist were 
active in the over-all treatment of the patient. 
The worker was important as a liaison between the parentsli 
and the child. ohe encouraged the mother toward further 
acceptance and understanding of the father's deep emotional 
involvement; the father was encouraged to express his feelingf\[1 
I feelings which perhaps he had tried to repress, and was helpedjj 
I; 
to see the connection between the feelings he had about him- ij 
self and those regarding Jimmie. The worker no doubt helped 
the father a great deal toward ~cepting his own disability 
as well as his son's. 
'.Che mother was given reassurance ami encouragement in 
• 
regard to the care of Jimmie, in helping her husband face his 
problem, and in her ability to help both her husband and the 
child. 
Through contacts with the worker, both parents were 
enabled to accept the inevitability of Jimmie's being per-
manently handicapped. 
Case 5. 
Jack c., a seven-year-old boy, was hospi-
talized at the Medical Center for three weeks 
and then was sent to the Wellesley Convalescent 
Home for six months as he required extensive 
physio-therapy several times a week. The parents 
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described Jack as being a quiet, shy, and obe-
dient child who spent much of his time alone; 
he was a "fair" student in the second ,c;rP.de. 
Jack had always been a rather frail Cllild, had 
had colitis, and a great deal of "stomach 
trouble". He had a younger sister, Jean, aged 
two-and-a-half. The income and heme were ade-
quate, and it was felt that close family ties 
existed. 
Luring the isolation period, the little 
boy expressed great concern and worry re-
garding his parents and the parents were ex-
tremely anxious about the child. The worker 
talked with Jack frequently, giving him re-
assurance and acting as a go-between for the 
child and the parents. r~ile Jack was in the 
hospital, Jean was admitted with a diagnosis 
of polio. The children were placed in the 
same room which helped both of them. ii'hen it 
became evident that Jack would require ex-
tensive convalescent care which could not be 
given at home, the need for him to be sent to 
the >.ellesley Convalescent Home was inter-
preted by the worker to Jack and his parents. 
The parents were overwhelmed at the realization 
that both children would have serious involve-
ment and the worker talked with them and 
helped them to face the reality of the sit-
uation. 
While Jack was at Welle.:;ley, the worker 
visited him weekly. He had difficulty ad-justing to the new setting, but Jean was also 
sent to Wellesley and this helped Jack's ad-
Justment a greut deal; but he continued to 
worry about his parents. Jean was discharged 
home several weeks before Jack was, and the 
little. boy became discouraged and despondent, 
worrying constantly about how his parents were, 
and about the trouble the illness was causing 
them. 
The worker visited Jack each week and 
was able to relieve some of his anxiety re-
garding his parents and Jean, so he was able 
" Ill, to make a fairly good adjustment to the con-
f l valescent home. The parents ccntinued to 
11 receive supportive help from the worker in 
'I regard to both children. 
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Jack had severe involvement of both legs; 
five months after the onsnt of' polio, he 
started to stand with crutches, and a r1onth 
later, he began to learn to walk with them. 
It was planned to perform surgery· in an attempt 
t0 reduce the disability. 
The family had tecome reconciled to the 
serious involvement resulting from the disease 
and seemed to be handling the situation with a 
great deal of' intelligence and bravery. 
The worker helped the members of this family to keep in 
I contact with each other during the isolation and convalescent 
11 periods. 
li have beth children stricken with polio, especially when t.uere 
It was a devastating experience for the parents to 
li [I was serious involvement in both children. 
r! The worker was able to give the parents some reassurance 
il 
,. 
' 
,. and interpretation of the illness, as well as to keep them 
IIi 
1! informed of the progress of the children. 
rl 
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Jack expressed much concern for his parents' well-being, 
11 and the worker was able to allay some or' his fears and anxiety 
I' by letting him know she was in constant touch with them. I li 
ll rn regard to discharge and convelescent care planning, 
I! rl the worker had an important part in interpreting to both the 
,I 
], 
I 
patient and the family the need for further hospitalization. 
Non-ParalYtic Cases: 
Case 1. 
Barbara z •• a five-year-old child, was hospi-
talized at the Medical Center for eleven days and 
then transferred to the Wellesley Convalescent 
Home where she stayed for three weeks. There were 
two older brothers in the family, the income was 
quite low, but the home · .• as adequate. The child 
was described as being obedient, rather shy, and 
a. "good" child. The mother felt that the child 
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might be uncooperative in the hospital, how-
ever, because of her shyness. ~rbara proved 
to be quite homesick; she cried a great deal , 
was not shy, and was demanding of all staff 
members. The worker visited her often and 
talked with the mother by phone frequently. 
The mother was not thought to be very under-
standing of the illness or the child. 
'!he worker continued her contacts while 
~rbara was at .. ellesley. When the cilild was 
discharged home, there was marked weakness of 
the right leg and she was in a cast. 
Two weeks after the discharge from con-
valescent home, the mcther called to say that 
she was unable to do the exercises with Harbara. 
The worker saw her then, an.d at se"."eral clinic 
visits. The mother was extremely anxious about 
her ability to care for the child. Mrs. z. said 
that Barbara was uncooperative at home, cried 
easily, and was irritable. The child seemed 
apprehensive and fearful of staff members at the 
clinic. 
The worker talked frequently with the mother 
and with Barbara, giving them both reassurance 
and encouragement. The mother became more con-
fident of her ability to care for the child 
through talking with the worker and through see-
ing the physical improvement in the child. 
Barbara, too, was helped a great deal. ~he was 
less fearful or the clinic visits and the mother 
stated that her behavior at heme was more normal. 
Red Cross transportation was provided and 
a Vl'.&. phyaio-'liherapist went to t.he home t'ft.l.ce a 
WB<'k to help tlle mother with the exflrois.,s. 
During the third month after Barbara's dis-
charge, the mother was hospitalized, and the 
worker helped the mother in making arrangements for 
Barbara to be oared for by relatives. When the 
mother was home again the VNA was helpful in 
-oaring tor both Mrs. z. and the child. The 
mother had been apprehensive during her hospitali-
zation, and exp~eased appreciation for the coordi-
nation of interest between the worker from the Med-
ical Center and the worker at the hospital where 
she had been. 
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D,y the end of that month, the mother had re-
covered, and the good adJustment ot the family 
had become re-established. Barbara's improve-
ment was very satisfactory, and she was soon to 
start walking with short leg braces. 
It is interesting to see how Barbara's reactions of 
tear and apprehension coincided with those of her mother. 
The anxieties and feelings of discouragement were alleviat-
ed by the worker. She also helped Barbara to meke a more 
satisfactory adJustment to the hospitalization at the on-
set of the illness. Both were given the necessary encour-
agement and reassurance they required, and we-,:e pelped 
by the physio-therapist in doing the exercises. 
The wor~er was active in providing transportation 
facilities and in arranging with the Visiting ~urse Asso-
ciation for the physio-therapist. ~he also helped Mrs. 
z. in placing the child while the mother was in the hospital 1 
and consultations with the social worker at, the hospital 
where the mother was were held so that the over-all needs 
ot the family could be better understood and met. 
Case 2: 
Agnes M., a sixteen-year-old girl, was 
hospitali~ed at the Medical Center for eleven 
days. She was the only child at home, and the 
, home was adequate, although the income was mar-
ginal, Agnes was described as being friendly, 
fond of sports, school. reading, and a child of 
many interests. She had been badly frightened 
by the local doctor's interpretation of the ill-
ness; the worker was able to allay the girl's 
rear through talking with her. The father seemed 
to have defeatist attitude about Agnes' illness. 
'rhe mother was deeply concerned about the child, 
and was also worried about a sister who had a 
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terminal disease and was expected to die at any 
time. The mother had a great many conflicts 
about taking Agnes home if much after-care were 
required, because she felt, the need to be with 
the sister as much as possible. 
Agnes had little involvement when she was 
discharged other than neck muscle weakness, and 
was to be on bed rest for two weeks. ~he had 
various exercises to do. It was interpreted 
to the parents that the after-effects were slight, 
that Agnes was able to do the exercises by herself' 
and could really take care of most of her own needs 
by herself. 1be mother need not be confined to the 
home and would be able to go to her sister whenever 
it wss necessary. 
The girl,was worried about missing school, and 
arrangements were made for a friend to help her with 
lesson assignments. ~he was able to return to school 
about a month after her discharge from the hospital. 
This whole family was frightened and apprehensive about 
the illness. They needed much interpretation and recssurance 
from the worker that the involvement was not to be severe. 
The child was given encouragement while she was in the hos-
pital, and the parents were made to see that they could 
adequately handle the convalescent care. 
Case 3 and 41 
Tom D., a three-year-old child, was hospital-
ized at the Medical Center for two weeks. 
Sandra, his one-.md-a-half-year-old sister, 
was admit'J;ed a day after Tom, and both children 
were discharged on the same day with slight in-
volvement ot the legs. 
The home situation was adequate as was the 
income. There was a one~onth-old brother. ~be 
father had been given a medical discharge from 
the service because of a chronic disease, a 
disease of which he had acute episodes each year, 
and had to be hospitalized for several months; 
II 
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he was chronically in poor health and at t~es 
was unable to work steadily. Shortly after,the 
children were admitted to the Medical Cer.ter, 
the father went to the VA hospital because of 
a flare-up of his chronic disease. A te·11 days 
later, he was found to have polio, was trans-
ferred to another hospital tor the isolation 
period, and then was returned to the VA hos-
pital. He had residual weakness of one leg. 
The mother was able to get Soldier's He-
lief, and was able to manage the children's 
convalescent care tor their involvement was 
slight. The mother was described by the work-
er as being a brave, strong, competent person 
for being able to carry on in the face of so 
much trouble. 
The worker kept in contact with the mother 
during the children's isolation period and was ' 
able to give her encouragement. The mother 
seemed to gain a great deal of relief from being 
able to talk with the worker. 
This family w&s referred to the social worker 
at the VA hospital where the rather was still 
hospitalized when the children were discharged 
trom the Medical Center. 
This case was a most unusual one, and the mother on 
whom the burden of the illness of the children as well as 
of the husband, tell. ~he was a person of great inner 
strength, apparently, but she found comfort and relief in 
. 
being able to talk with the worker. When the worker saw 
that it was not within her scope to work further with 
this family, she referred the case to the appropriate 
agency, the Social Service Department of the VA hospital. 
Case 5. 
George G., a seven-year-old boy, was 
hospitalized at the Medical Center for two weeks 
and then discharged to his home. He had a 
seven,een-year-old brother, a high school student, 
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and the home situation and income were ade-
quate. The patient was in the second grade 
and liked school. He was described as being 
quite babyish, and often cried at night until 
the mother went to lie down with him. lie had 
been quite upset at leaving his home and having 
to stay in the hospital. 
The child did not adjust easily to the 
hospital routine; he cried a great deal, seemed 
afraid, and was apprehensive. The worker visit-
ed him frequently, was able to give him reassurance, 
and the child came to look forward to the ·Norker' s 
visits. George became more content and lost his 
tear of the staff through the worker's visits. 
The parents of the child were both extremely 
emotionally-upset by the child's illness; the 
rather cried uncontrollably on several occasions 
when the worker saw him; the mother displayed 
what seemed to be undue concern, and also seemed 
to have some doubts regarding the staff's ability 
to care for George. The parents were given the 
reassurance and interpretation which helped them 
to better understand the illness. George's in-
volvement was extremely slight, and the parents• 
anxiety that the child would be permanently hand-
icapped was relieved through their contacts with 
the worker. 
George had some slight muscle weakness, and 
needed exercises to strengthen the muscles and 
thus to improve a posture defect. It was felt 
that perhaps the parents were very conscientious 
about the after-care, and that they might be over-
protective of George, but the whole family was 
helped to accept and undeorstand the illness and 
tl;lc extent of involv&nent. 
This child, the younger ot two children, his brother 
being ten years his senior, was no doubt over-protected by 
his parents. The parents were highly emotionally involved 
in the child's illness, worried about the type of care 
he was receiving in the hospital, and concerned that he 
would be cpippled. George found.it difficult to adjust to 
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being away from home, and his parent found it hard to have 
him away from them. 
The worker was able to give the child and the parents 
support during the separation, and the parents needed to 
be reassured that George was receiving adequate oars while 
he was away from them, and that he would not have serious 
involvement. Although the par~nts were felt to be over-
protective of the child, they were all helped to adjust to 
the separation during hospitalization anc to the implications 
ot the disease. 
Bul."f Caset; 
Case • 
Melvin L., a seven-year-old boy, was hospital-
ized at the Medical Center tor twelve data• He was 
in the second grade, and was said to be nervous," 
easily frightened, and shy; he had a strong attachment 
to his home, especially to a twin brother. 
The family was in the uppermiddle income 
group, and the par nts were both college grad-
uates. The father had a defiant attitude toward 
all medical oare and thought Melvin had " adenoid 
trouble: Mr. L. could not at first accept the 
diagnosis of polio. 'the twin brother also had 
polio, but "because his oase is too mild", accord-
ing to the father, the other child was kept at 
hom•·· 
The patient had slight nasal phonation; there 
was no peripheral weakness, but some muscle stiff-
ness. He was able to return to school two months 
after discharge. 
During the hospitalization, the child was 
quite unhappy and shy, but responsive. The worker 
was able to cheer him up and to give him BomB re-
assurance. The parents needed a great deal of inter-
pretation or the illness in order to understand the 
diagnosis and to see the need tor hospitalization. 
The mother called the worker several times to learn 
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of Melvin's "emotional adJustment" to the 
hospital , and did not seem able to understand 
the effects that the hoa~italization might have 
on the child• 
The worker had no further contacts with 
this family after Melvin'• discharge tor the 
parents were confident that no problems would 
arise. 
The worker was able to help Melvin toward a better ad-
Justment to .the hospitalization, and was able to comfort 
him and to cheer the patient who looked forward to her visits. 
The parents evidently did not have much appreciation 
of the hospitalization, and perhaps nev~r really accepted it. 
The worker was limited by their resistance to the illness 
and, apparently, to anything connected with it. ~he was 
' able, however, to make the child adJust to some ~xtent to 
the separation from his parents by acting as a liaison. 
Case 2. 
Raymond v., a six-year-old boy, was at the 
Medical Center for two weeks. He had two sisters, 
one nlneteen years old, and the other, three years 
old. '.i.'he home and income were adequate. .riaymond 
was said to be a fr.iendly child, in tho second 
grade, und fond of school• He was quite upset at 
the separation from his family, b~t was able to 
adJ~>.t rather well to the hospit:_,lization period. 
The wo~er a~w him ~aily, and was the liaison 
b<~>tween Raymond and his family. "' :t'll.,e 11 ttle boy 
knew of another pathnt in .the .bospltal who had 
severe crippling, and Raymond bee~~ apprehensive 
and afraid that he,too, would be seriously handi-
capped, The worker was able to reassure him so 
that his attitude became less tearful. 
The mother was thought to be a competent, capable 
person, and the family was abl~ to handle the conva-
lescent care, although they were quite upset by the 
illness. Some of the mother's anxiety about the extent 
of involvement was relieved by talking with the worker 
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who reassured her that no serious crippling 
would resul.t. 
The patient had a nasal twang and some 
muscle weakness at the time ot discharge. His 
activities were gradually increase&, and he had 
returned to school within two months of discharge. 
The worker was able to relieve anxiety on the parts of 
the patient and the parents in regard to the extent or in-
volvement. She was the means through which this family kept 
in touch with each other during the separation and hospital-
ization. The child was helped in his adjustment to the 
separation and to the hospital routine. 
Case 5. 
Joe L., a nine-year-old boy, was at tbe Medi-
cal Center tor two weeks. The pe~ents were 
divorced, and Joe lived with his mother and a 
sixteen-year-old sisterf an older brother was in 
the Navy. Joe was in the fourth grade and was 
described as being a "no~l" boy by his mother;_ 
his main interest was in sports. The home situa-
tion was satisfactory, but the income was not 
very adequate. 
Joe had a nasal twang and some slight facial 
involvement, but the weakness of facial muscles 
subsided to some extent during the hospitalization. 
Mrs. L. was upset by Joe's sudden illness, by 
th~ raot that the oldar son had been in a serious 
acoidentt and by the rather precarious financial 
status or the family. The worker w.1s able to 
help her reduce her anxiety concerning Joe's 
illness, and was able to arrange :lor financial 
assistance for the failiily. She visited Joe on 
the ward and was able to give him some reassurance, 
and also some interpretation of what.the illness 
woul.d mean to him. 
After discharge, the worker visited the home 
and found that the mother was confident that no 
problems would arise. 
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The case was reopened when Joe tailed 
to keep clinic appointments tor several weeks. 
The worker visited again and interpreted to the 
mother the need for Joe to be seen in clinic. The 
mother seamed to be rather discouraged, and she 
overlooked many suggestions made by the worker. 
Joe had been very irritable, cried easily, had 
difficulty sleeping, and ate constantly. 
He was seen in polio clinic, and was referred 
to a general medical clinic for a complete physical 
examination; he was placed on a diet. 'fhe doctors 
gave 'the boy and his mother a great deal of inter-
pretation regarding the diet and the importance of 
clinic follow-up. The worker was also able to 
help the mother to see the importance of following 
medical recommendations including tne diet, racial 
exercises, and clinic visits. 
A month later, the worker saw Joe in the 
clinic. He had been doing his prescribed exercises, 
had faithfully followed the diet, and had lost 
seven pounds. According tc the muther, t4a.boy had 
been getting ~long very well in school, had been 
sleeping wellt was leas irritable, and seemed much 
happier. 
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I', The wor:ter acted as a liaison during the hospitalization I 
period, and tried to interpret to the mother tho meaning of 
·, the illness. i'.'hen there was no serious involvement apparent, 
the mother was unable to see the need for follow-up in clinic 
visits. 'J.'he worker helped her to realize this need, and was 
inatl·um!!ntal in getting Joe to clinic again. The mother 
needed further interpretation by the doctors as well as the 
i 
'I s011ial worker in regard to following medical recommendations. 
i. 
I 
!: 
Both Joe and the mother were praised when they did understand 
the necessity for the diet• exercises, and clinic visits, 
'I' and followed these recommendations. 
!11 
Joe's progress and im• 
provement continued through subsequent months. 
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Ca.se 4. 
Peggy B., an eight-year-old girl, was hospi-
talized at the Medical Center for ten days. 
Aooording to the rather, Peggy was "nervous" and 
easily upsetJ she was a finicky eater and sleeper, 
and vomited frequently. She was an only child 
and the paternal grandmother lived in the house-
hold. The father said that Peggy was spoiled by 
the family. She was friendly and sooi~ble, and 
preferred to.be wit~ friends to being at home 
with her parents. 
'l'he family income was rather marginal and 
the home situation was felt to be adequate for 
convalescent care. 
Peggy had nasal phonation and had had some 
difficulty swallowing. There was also some 
slight muscle stiffness. 
During the hospitalization, Peggy looked 
forwar-d to the worker's visits and seemed to gai~ 
much r~assuranoe and oGmfort from talking with 
t.he worker. The child fou.l<i it Y.llite difficult 
to adjust to the new situations she met in the 
hospital, and seemed quite emotionally upset by 
the separation from her par~nts. She at times 
seemed to be "Jittery". She was helped, however, 
to a more satisfactory adjustment through the 
supportive contacts with the worker. 'l'he parents 
were also given reassurance concerning Peggy's 
progress in the hospital, and interpretation 
of the meaning of the illness. 
The worker saw the family on several clinic 
visits after discharge, and continued to carry on 
a supportive role! talking with the mother about 
the emotionel man fe~tations ~~ by the child. 
Four months after the child's discharge from the 
hospital, it was learned from the mcther that Peggy 
was more oalm and her appetite hao. improved. dhe 
was less irritable than she had been, and on the 
whole, she seemed to have gotten over any after-
effects of the disease. Exercises had been done 
religiously and the muscles had become loosened. 
The worker helped this child to a better adjustment in 
the hospital and gave the family r.eassuranoe regarding her 
condition. 
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The social history indicated that' Peggy's tendency 
toward high emotionality antedated the illness, but the 
period or separation from the family and the possibility of 
the parents' being over-protective in their relief at hav-
ing her at home aga1n
1
arter the discharge wo~d not serve 
j 
to lessen this tendency. 
The mother was able to talk with the ~~orker about Peggy's 1, 
behavior, was helped to better understand some of the causes, 
end was helped to accept the child's behavior, thus helping 
the child to a better adjustment. The fact that Peggy's ten-
sion and irritability had lessened and that her eating and 
sleeping habits had improved was flVidenoe or the value or the 
mother's contacts with the social worker. 
Case 6. 
Henry T., a two-and-one-halt-year-old boy 1 
was at the Medical Center for two weeks. There 
were strong family ties and the income was ade~uate 1 Henry was said to be a good-nat.ured little boy wno 
was friendly and obedient; there was one brother who 
was ten years old. 
The child had considerable involvement as 
e re~ult of polio; he was lrrita~le and lethargic 
during the flrst few days or the hospit&lization. 
There was no peripheral weakness or paralysis, but 
there was palatal weakness on both sides as well 
as severe right racial paralysis, En~1 weakness of 
some of the left facial muscles. The child was 
unable to close his right eye and tlle right side 
of the mouth was immobile. When he was discharged, 
he •~s on a liberal program or activities and 
extensive exercises. 
'fhe worker saw the parents frequently during 
the hospitalization, and found them to be racing 
the illness and involvement intelligently although 
with deep concern and anxiety. lbe worker was able 
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to give them reassurance and support during 
the isolation period. It was felt by the 
worker th.~t the parents were competent and 
capable or handling the convalescent period 
and care adequately. 
Three months after discharge, the mother 
saw the worker because she was upset at the 
severe racial involvement, and because Henry was 
upset and wncooperative. The worker talked with 
the mother at the clinic and during physio-therapy 
visits over a period or several months. ~he was 
able to give the mother reassurance and enco~rage­
ment in regard to the exercises, and made suggestions 
as to how to help Henry adjust to the involve-
ment. The close family relationships remained 
strong, and through helping the parents to better 
understand the child's behavior, Henry was 
helped to a more satisfactory adjustment. The 
little boy himself was well aware of his involve-
ment and seemed quite concerned about his appear-
ance. Through the months, with repeated physio-
therapy clinic visits, the polio Olinic appoint-
ments, and carrying out tho prescribed exercises 
at home, Henry's involvement gradually lessened. 
The worker saw the family continuously, and was 
able to give them encouragement during the long 
months. 
With Henry's physical improvement, came a 
lessening of tension and irritability; the 
parents were able to help him through inter-
pretation given by the social worker, and their 
own anxiety was lessened. 
·:rhe ·,·1orker was active in this case through giving 
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the pl'\re:ats reassuran'Je during the patient's hospitalization, 11 
by being suppor.tive, and by giving interpretation of the il 
I 
child's behavior to the parents. .:ihe helped the 1'amily to ;I 
'I better understand the nature or the child's irritability and / 
II 
unreasonable actions. Through their better understanding, 
they in turn were able to help Henry to adjust more easily 
to the involvement. 
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Diapvsslon ~lal frob1ems 
Paralytic: 
The main problems of the paralytic patients were 
adjustment to the hospitalization and residual involvement. 
These patients needed a great deal of encouragemant and 
reassurance to enable them to face realistically their 
limitations. The parents or paralytic patients were often 
overwhelmed by the thoughts that their child would have 
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permanent involvement. 1!.' They, too, needed constant reassur- d 
ance and support as we1l as help in meeting the problems 
realisr.ioally. 
.l:'arerits were often unaware o:t what they could do to 
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help a paralytic child; they, too, had an adjustment to make I' 
and possible limitations to face as tar as the care of the [I 
patient was concerned. The social worker was able to help il 
i 
in the parents' problems of acceptance and understanding 1l 
the child • s emotional and physical involvement. i1ays in I, 
which the parents could help the child toward rehabilitation,' 
and a woriib.while lite were explained by the social worker. I' 
II Problems regarding discharge planning for paralytic 
The extent of the problem depend- il 
ed largely on the extent of involvement. It also depended I~ 
patients were presented. 
on the physical aspects of the home, practicability of care 
at home, and parental attitudes. When extensive physic-
therapy was necessary to retrain or strengthen muscles, 
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it was usually necessary tor the patient to remain in the 
i' ,, 
! hospital or be transferred to a&other hospital after the 
I' 
often r 
by 
acute stage of the disease. Patients and parents were 
1 
uPSet at this, fnd interpretation of its need was made 
• the worker. 
When the 1JC.l'alyt1c child returned to his home, there 
were readjustments to be made by the patient anu tne other 
members of his famiJy. Parents who w&re highly emotionally 
involved in their child's illness and handicaps often had 
problems in convalescent ca:t"e. In this area, too, the 
worker was able to help the parents assume a more realis-
tic attitude through talking with them anu giving them an 
opportunity to express their feelings and anxieties con-
cerning the child end the illness. 
The convalescent period presented problems of dis-
couragement, despondency, and hopelessness on the part of 
the patient and his parents. l.n meeting these problems, 
the .\·orker carried on a supportive role. 
Arrange~ents for home teachers, physio-therapists, 
visiting uurs.as, and rehabilitation plans were made, and 
in many oases, such plans facilitated the adJustment of 
both the patient and his tamlly. 
In follow-up contacts, the worker often had to inter-
pret the need for clinic visits, and was instrumental in 
having many delinquent patients return to clinic. ~~ans­
portation problems were presented in cases where no means 
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ot travel was available or ~here there was severe involve-
ment. The worker was able to make transportation available 
to these patients through the Red Cross or other volunteer 
groups. 
lion-paralytic I 
The non-paralytic patients presented primarily the 
same problems as those of the paralytic patients. 'l'he same 
tears and anxieties on the part of patients and parents 
concerning the illness were present. There was a slight 
difference, however, in that the child 
but the fear that it would develop was 
did not have paralysialr 
a great concern to '' 
the paren~s as well as to the patients who came in contact 
with paralytic patients on the ward. Both patients and 
parents needed reassurance that involvement and limitations 
would not be as great. 
'l'he same problems were found in this group in regard 
to hospital and convalescent adjustment of patients and 
parents. ~eparation from the family was difficult, and the 
patient needed const~nt reassurance during the isolation 
period when no visitors were allowed; the wcrker was also 
able to relieve parental anxiety and fear during this time 
' II 
and could kee:o parents inf'ormed ot' the the patient's progressj~ 
Problems in regerd to discharge planning were also 
presented by this group. Often parents felt they oculd 
adequately care for a ohild at home Wben they knew there 
II 
tl 
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was no paralysis. In same oases where muscle weakness 
or stiffness was not present, the patient req~ired exten-
sive physio-therapy that could only be.provideu in a hospital~ 
'· This necessity for the pat!.ent to be t'urt11er hospitalized I, 
was difficult for many parents to realize, but they were 
helped to accept it through talking with the worker. 
When the child returned to his home with a slight 
inVolvement, some parents needed interpretation as to the 
importance or following insDruotions regarding exercises, 
rest, and physio-therapy, as well as clinic visits. 
The convalescent period was cften difficult for the 
non-paralytic patient to accept when involvement was not 
great, but yet his activities were limited and a great deal 
ot rest was required. lt was necessary to strengllhen 
weakened muscles thro~h the use of corrective exercises. 
If a child used weakened muscles to too great an extent, 
incorrect growth or malfunctioning of the muscle might re-
sult. Where involvement was not as apparent as it is in 
paralytic polio, the patient and his parents found it 
dif:t'ioult to accept or understand the necessity for long 
rest periods and repeated exercises. '£his need was inter-
preted by the social worker, the doctor, and the physio-
thera~:.>ist. i.uring long months of convalescence, there 
was the same need on the part of the patient and his parents 
for reassurance and encouragement, for the slow process of 
strengthening and retraining muscles waa often discouraging 
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and trying. 
Arrangements for home teacners, physio-therapists 
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to help parents with exercises, and Hed Cross transportation!: 
li 
were also mude for the non-paralytic patients. 
'.Chere was more need for extensive follow-up in some 
oases where ingolvement was slight and families were not 
aware of ·the importance of clinic visits. '.Che worker was 
able to interpret this need to the families. 
Bulbar: 
'l'he patients of bulbar polio presented essentially 
the same problems as those of the paralytic ana non-para-
i 
lytic patients. In the majority of bulbar cases used in thi~ 
I' 
study, the involvement was not great and was not very noticei 
able, and for this reason the parents and patients found 1: 
it difficult to understand the importance of convalescence, 
exercises, and clinic visits. 
All problems presented by the non-paralytic patients 
were also presented by the bulbar patients. They included 
the aO.justmeo:::.t of the patient and his family to the separa- 11 
I tion, anxiety concerning the illness, disch.·~rge planning, !I 
,, 
'i 
adjustment to the home after discharge, convalescent period, 1
1 
:! 
and follow-up contacts. 11 
One outstanding problem was seen in the bulbar gro~p; 
there seemed to be a great deal or emotional involvement 
in adjustment to the illness on the part of the patient. 
The children were said to be irritable, uncooperative, 
easily upset, and had eating and sleeping difficulties• 
With the exception of one oase 1 this type of behavior had 
not been seen prior to the illness. 'l'he social ·.;orKer 
was able to talk with families of the patients and the docto~~ 
in the clinic w~re also able to interpret to the parents 
the meaning of such behavior. Through such interJ>~·etation, 
the parents v;ere helped to understand the children and to 
accept the unusual behavior while, at the same time, they, 
the ntirents, tried to correct the behavior. 'l'he deep 
concern and anxiety which most of the parents expressed was 
relieved, and the children's behavior was seen to improve 
as the parents' tension was relieved. 
'.rhis high degree of emotional involvement and the 
inability to adjust well during the first fe,, months ,,:rter 
discharge proved to be the one problem which was peculiar 
to a speci:ric ~ype of polio. The writer found no literature 
which substantlat~d this finding, but through talking with 
the poliomyelitis worker at the Children's Medical Center, 
it wa:s learn.::-d that she had found this particular problem 
more frequently among bulbar patients than the other types 
of polio. 
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SijMMARJ_~QOICLUSIONS 
~t waa the purpose of this writer to study the prob• 
le_. presented by patients ot the three major types or 
po Uomyel1 u.a •. paral;rtio.. non--Paralytic,_ an4_bulbar. 
learn if_ there were specific prQbloms peculiar to each 
t:vpe, to le_arn _of the .:reactione and. attitudes ot patients 
a:rl4 parents, and to learn i_f the _focus of the social work· 
er varied according to the type of poliomyelitis. The 
cases used 1n this stud)' were those of patients Who were 
admitted to the Ohildren'a Medical Center during September, 
1949. 
Social Service, medical,. and clinic :recorda of eleven 
ot each ot the typea of poUoayt~Utis were studied, and 
the oaeea of each type toun4 t.o be representt:tUve were 
selected tor more ___ inten~ive et~... lt wa,111 on tne.ee _f'itteen 
r.presentative oases that the t1Mingll of this study were 
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Intormation.waa_/llao.obta1ned _from boapital personnel' 
and tbe MllJlPobt.ta.ett.e.UtP~ent..ot Public Health. 
'l'he problem• whioh were preaented by patients of the 
three types ot poliomyellti• were essentially the same; 
these problems included the presence of anxiety, tension, 
and apprehension in the patient and his family when the 
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dia.gnoaA.."tl wu !184e, and the a4juart.ment of the nat1ent and 
hie tamt.l)>·--to 11epa.rat.1on durtns the 1aolat1on period. ?lana 
met b7 the social worker. 
The rev .ot or1ppl1qg wa.a uppermost in the m1!'¥is of 
parentt and in those of patients 'lfbo ware old enough to 
re~ize the posalble 1mpl1oat.ione or the d1seaee. 
tton durin;; tlut isolation period and hoep1tal1zat1on wa.a 
d1tt1oult ~r patients and parents alike. It was more 
Plana fpr dieoh&r&e denen&ed to a great extent on the 
phyaioa.l condition of the p...,ient.• atter-ca.re M would re-
quire• and the ability of the family to manage further med• 
ioal care in the hotpe. PSI'enta were often dubious about 
their ability to handle tbe o_.. Qf the pat!e •t in the home, 
and often needed reul\ll'&D08 and encouragement along these 
linea,. \'!hen a patient h84. rather slight involvement yet 
required extensive phyaiO•ther&py and constant medical sup. 
&I"Vtaion 11hioh oould be glftft only in a. hos:11tal or a oon• 
valeaoent home, parents and patients often needed 1nterpre-
~ tat.1on ot the need tor tul'thel" h08,Jital1zation attar the 
a.cute stage of the illneea. 
'l'he oonvaleaoent pet'iod brought out turther problems in 
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adjustment. Dt.tring thh period, 1 t ia learned 1n .Ja.ral ;rM o li 
I 
oaeea V'hich waclee are to be ?81'111M"'ntly or1pplef, e.nd 
1 tut"t.her plane f'or treatment 01" the use of a:>pl1e.nees are 
1,
!1 made. Sxtens1ve exero1 .. a are required 1n all cssee where 
11 - I, 
II there 1s either paralysis or mueole weakness" The Mt.1Y1t1es
1
i 
li, 1! 
of patients were 11m1ted, deoending on the extent of imrclve• 11 
ment. A ~at deal ot rest waa required ot all patients. 
!Jany ?atients and famillee found these months extremely 
tiresome, d1eoou:rag1ng, and at times, hopeless. The retum 
ot tunct1on of muscles which had been weakened but not para.• 
lysed waa very slow. In paralytic oasee, there were prob-
lems in adjusting to the extent or paralysis when 1t 'became 
known. ~arents and patients needed auppot"t. in real1z1ng and 
accepting the paralysis and pei'IIIAnent crippling, and 1n 
making plans for a Ute in view of the handicap. 
Some non•paralytlc patients who had eUe-)lt involvement, 
and a1ao the parents of such patients, tound it d1ft1oult 
to aooept the 11m1tat1ona on aot1Yit1es during the comralea-
oent _ period, and to understand the nooesait.y tor reat 1 exer-
olaea• clinic v1s1ta, and other medical recommendattone. 
The major1ty ot bulbar pat1enta presented a greater 
p:roblam in adJustment to the 1llneas. seven ot the eleven 
oases ol"igtnally stud1ed d1splayed a great deal of enot1on-
al imrolvement dur1ng the convall'scent period. Three or the 
t1ve cases atud1ed 1ntena1vely and presented in tho preceedi 
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ohaC)ter showed hie;.'l emot1one.l1ty 1n ad,,uetment. This was !i 
li 
the otlft problem which wae found to be pecuUar to a o JeG1f1c 1i 
II 
type or pol1omyelit1a. The children were anld to be 1rr1tabl1• 
tense, demanding, and uncooperative. Cleeping and eating 
disturbances were also noted. 
Th.e focus of the social worker was, 1n all ec.::;es, di• 
reeted toward helping the patient as n whole person as well 
as hio ra~lly to adjust as satisfactorily as ?oselble to 
the illness1 1te 1mp11oationa1 and ita nrter-efteets. The 
worker's role was essentially a supportive one. A great 
deal or encouragement and N&asuranoe were required or the 
worker in all oases w1th either the patient or his fn>:~1ly, 
and in many cases, with the 9atient and his family. 
One hundred pft' cent Social Set"Yice contact l!eemed to 
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be worth the supreme effort. 11&4e by the department • The 
contact with the patient or the family on adm1es1on waa 
important in that pertinent lnfol'!!latlon regarding the ?atlent j 
and his family was obtained. Th1a was helpful 1n ant1e1pat- !; 
lng possible reactions of the patient ?-S well as his fa:n1ly 
to the illneee and hoap1tal1zat1on• and in 1nd1cat1ng to the 
staff ways in 11h1ch the pat1r·nt and family might be helped 
in ad.1ust.lng as eatiafactorlly as nosslble to the disease 
and 1ts manlteatatione. 
An evaluation or the home s1tuat1on was made 1nolud1ng il 
I, 
physical aspects or the home1 family oom~oe1t1on and relat1on 
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ah1P8t att.:ttudee of :>arente toward the patient and his 111-
neaa1 a.nd the ability of the f'amil3' to me.na:;e convalescence. 
'1'h1a was helpfu.l 1'1!1en the time .~a.rne for diso:ulrge planning• 
':'his first contact with the aoc1a.l worl,er meo.nt n ,-,reat 
deal to the majority of ta'll!llee. Ma.ny parents were able to 
rellevo to sone extent their terution al1il anxiety ro:;a.rd~ng 
the Ulneea. They found 1n the eoe1al worker someone who 
would be in oontaot w1th their oh1ld during '&he isolation 
1 
period a.nd from Whom they could learn of the patient's pro~es~. 
During the hoep1tal1za.t1on period• the worker atto:npted 
to give reasaure.noe and encouragement to both patients and 
parents; she acted as a 11a1eon between the pattont and h1a 
family, and was able to keep starr members informed of the 
home s1tuat1on and or parental attitudes oonoern1ng the 111-
In oases of younger children, the worker was cs~ec1ally 
helpful aa a l1a1eon and. in giving the young o'11ld the re-o 
aaauranoo that h1a family had not forgotten him. 
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I \la.ny patients and paronte were helped through exprese1ng I! 
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the:tr feeUngs nnd attitudes and dieeuss:tn" them with someone 1! 
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who wa.a n''1thor involved 1n their peraonal Ut'o nor 1n tho 
direct mea1cal care, yet so:neone who we.!! undcrst.:md!n~ and. 
i 
a.ooe:;>t1ns; of their reaot1ona to the c:Ue.;;noa1s and hoe ·1 ta Uza- i 
i 
t.1on. 
'llhoo d1aoharge plane were t.o be made, the eoc1.al worker' a 
' 
' 
! 
I &6 ~~=,~~~~~~,,,.,.,~- ~~,-~,,~-~-~~~,~-==-= 
emotional involvement of the 1,: Jmowledge of the pbysioal and 
patient, ~e parental attitudes toward the child and the 
illness, and the ability of the familt to manage the oonva• 
leaoent period was easent.ial in determining "hetber the 
patient was to return to his home or was to be oent to the 
Wellesley Convalescent Uomea ~ patients were transferred 
to other hospitals as well as to wellesley. 
During the convales...- period when the patient was 
often despondent, discouraged, and had same feelings of 
futility, as did parents, ·too, the worker was able to help 
by giving the encouragement and reassurance so sorely needed 
during the long and difficult mont.hs 0 tihe was also able to 
! 
help t.he family aooept limitations and plan tor a useful I 
and worthwhile life despite possible h<indice.pa. l'he worker 'I 
I 
was also active in making plana tor pbysio-therapista 1 home 11 II 
teachers, visiting nurses, transportation to and from clinics,j 
and plans tor rehabilitation of the patient. 
I 
'Rhe problems, att.i tudes, &Dd reactions or the poliomyel- :I 
,, 
itia patienta and tileir tam1l1ea wore many and varied; they il 
arose from 8 multitude or oausea end combination or cEtuses i' 
I !i due to the complexity of each patient as a person, his fami• 
ly, end the society in which he lives. l'be worker, in 
focussing her et;orts toward helping the patient and his 
tamily to a satisfactory odJastment to the illne~s, haQ to 
consider the pHtient 88 a whole person with all tho elements 
and influences in lite attecting him1 his reactions to his 
illness, his ability to face physicallimitations, and his 
total life adJustment. 
Reactions to a given illness in diff-
erent individuals will be determined 
by their diverse constitutional and 
personality structures, and by their 
economic and social circumstances. The 
interplay of all these elements produces 
the individual illness situation for 
each person. Therefore, the care of the 
whole patient, rather than treatment of 
the disease only1 becomes the aim or all 
the professional workers involved.~ 
~~(~~ 
Richard K. Conant 
Dean 
1 ~thel Cohen, " A Medical-social Worker's Approach 
to the Problem ot Poliomyelitis," American Journal of 
Public Health, August, 1948. 
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